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Chart 1.1 System Requirements for Windows 

The following are system
requirements for Windows 3.1
standard and enhanced mode.

These specifications relate
to Windows 3.1 as shipped,

and do not include WDL
driver information.

NOTE:
Windows 3.1 does not run in

REAL MODE. An 80286 computer
with 1 MB of RAM is the minimum

requirement for Windows 3.1

Minimum Requirements
for Windows 3.1
Standard Mode:

80286 (or higher) processor
1 MB of RAM

(640K conventional + 256K extended)
6.5 MB of free hard disk space

EGA video graphics

Recommended Minimum
System Configuration

for Windows 3.1 Standard Mode:

80286 (or higher) processor
2 MB of RAM

(640K conventional + 1408K extended)
9 MB free hard disk space

VGA video graphics

Minimum Requirements
for Windows 3.1

386 Enhanced Mode:

80386 (or higher) processor
1.6 MB of RAM

(640K conventional + 1024K extended)
8 MB of free hard disk space

EGA video graphics

Recommended Minimum
System Configuration

for Windows 3.1 
386 Enhanced Mode:

80386 (or higher) processor
4 MB of RAM

(640K conventional + 3456K extended)
10.5 MB free hard disk space

VGA video graphics
 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Memory and Windows Startup Requirements” in Chapter 5 ..........................249 
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Chart 1.2 Windows Hangs During Setup 

Did Windows Setup return
an error message?

NOYES

Troubleshoot
according to the

message received.

Finished. YES

YES

NO

NO

Change the incorrect selections
and continue Windows Setup.

Is Windows Setup successful now?

Finished.

YES

NO

Use the custom Setup option
and make sure the hardware Windows

Setup detects is correct. Is the detection
correct?

NOTE: Setup Windows using options
available on the original Windows disks.

Do not install third-party
drivers during the initial setup.

Contact the computer manufacturer
for information regarding
Windows compatibility.

Clean boot the computer and
try Windows Setup again.

Windows will hang if
incompatible TSRs or

device drivers are installed.
Windows will detect and 
warn you about known

TSRs and device drivers that
are incompatible, but there
may be some that Microsoft
is unaware of, or that were
released after Windows 3.1

was released.
See

Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A

CLEAN
BOOT DISK

Is Windows Setup
successful?

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Windows Setup:  A Technical Discussion” in Chapter 1 ..................................62 
“Troubleshooting Setup” in Chapter 13............................................................399 
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Chart 1.3 Setup /n Fails 

What was the error
message received?

"Error Building WIN.COM" "File Copy Error: Unknown
File Copy Error"

Was Setup /N run from
the floppy disks?

NOTE:
SETUP /N /I will not work.

The syntax of the command
must be SETUP /I /N.

YES NO

ARCNET network cards can
cause this error to occur.

Run
SETUP /I /N

to turn off hardware
detection.

ARCNET and Western Digital/
SMC ETHERNET network cards

configured for D000 may
cause this error.

Setup /N must be run
from a shared directory,
not from the floppy disks.

This message will be
returned if the WIN.CNF

or appropriate .LGO
file is damaged or
missing. Also, this

error will occur if Windows
is having trouble with
hardware detection.

Try
SETUP /I /N

Set the RAM address of the card
to D800. Make sure to change the
network settings to take this new

address into account.

"System Error: Cannot read
from device NETWORK"

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Setting Up Windows for a Network” in Chapter 1............................................71 
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Chart 1.4 Known Problems with Computer BIOS  

The following are
articles about BIOS
that are known to

have incompatibility
problems. Any BIOS

prior to 1988 should be
considered suspect.

Contact the computer
manufacturer for

further information.

WYSE BIOS

Keyboard detection
detects 84-key keyboard

instead of 101- key keyboard.
Run Windows Setup from

the MS-DOS prompt
(outside of Windows) and

select the 101-102
enhanced keyboard

option. 

PEAK/DM BIOS
by

Chips and Technologies

BIOS version 1.30 is needed
for proper operation. Version 1.10

will cause GP Faults.

QUADTEL BIOS

Quadtel BIOS version 3.05.xx
is required for Windows.

Austin Computers have
specific BIOS versions.

ALR BIOS

ALR MPS (Microchannel)
computers use a BIOS
that is incompatible with
Seagate IDE hard disks.

AWARD BIOS

Prior to version 3.05, caused floppy
drive read errors. 3.1 is the latest

version of Award BIOS.

PHOENIX BIOS

According to Phoenix, any BIOS
dated earlier than 1988 should be upgraded.

There are several OEM versions of
Phoenix BIOS that cause problems.
Contact the computer manufacturer

for more information.

AMI BIOS

1987 - Causes system reboot
when floppy drive is accessed

through File Manager.

1989 - Causes intermittent
UAEs and system hangs. 

1991 - Serial port problems.
Most often seen as mouse

and modem problems.

AST BIOS

System lockups, GP faults,
keyboard lockups and
network errors on AST

Premium 286 machines.
Contact AST for all

necessary BIOS and
chip replacements.

DTK BIOS

Prior to revision 35, Windows 386
enhanced mode would run, but
there was no IDE drive support.

Revision 35 could keep 386
enhanced mode from running.
Revision 36 requires the Setup

Utilities be disabled in the CMOS.

TOSHIBA BIOS

T3100/20 requires BIOS
version 4.2 or later.

T3100e requires BIOS
version 1.70 or later.

On a T5200,
during Windows Setup,

make sure T5200 is
the machine type

selected.

TANDON BIOS

Older Tandon BIOS will cause
keyboard failures in standard

and 386 enhanced 
mode Windows.

The Tandon 386sx laptop
requires Tandon BIOS.

ZENITH BIOS

386/16 requires BIOS
revision 2.6E or later.

286 with Zenith 84-key
keyboards will miss or

repeat keystrokes.

Turbosport 386
requires BIOS revision
2.4D or later. Runs only
in CGA mode. Will not

run non-Windows
applications in standard
or 386 enhanced mode.
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Chart 1.5A Creating ‘Clean Boot’ Floppy  
 for MS-DOS 4 or Earlier 

AUTOEXEC.BAT:
PATH=C:\;C:\DOS;C:\WINDOWS
PROMPT $P$G
SET TEMP=C:\WINDOWS\TEMP
SET COMSPEC=C:\DOS

(NOTE: Make sure the SET TEMP statement
points to a valid directory.)

Make sure COMMAND.COM is located
in the DOS directory on the
C: drive prior to booting with

this floppy disk. If it is not, copy it to the
C:\DOS directory. Also, this chart assumes

Windows is installed on the C: drive. If it
is not, substitute the correct drive and directory

in the HIMEM.SYS line of the CONFIG.SYS
as well as the PATH and SET TEMP statements

in the AUTOEXEC.BAT. 

YESNO

AUTOEXEC.BAT:
PATH=C:\;C:\DOS;C:\WINDOWS
PROMPT $P$G
SET COMSPEC=C:\DOS

Create a CLEAN BOOT
disk by formatting a

floppy disk in drive A:.
(Format A: /S)

Then use a text editor to create a
clean AUTOEXEC.BAT and
CONFIG.SYS on this floppy.

Is Windows already
installed?

During Setup, Windows will give you a warning message that it has found an
incompatible device driver or TSR and ask you to remove this program

from the boot files and restart the system. If, however, this file is not removed, or an
incompatible device driver or TSR is added after Windows has already been installed,

the first troubleshooting step is to CLEAN BOOT the computer and try again. Also, if you
have trouble installing Windows but do not get an error message, there may be an

incompatible device driver or TSR running that Windows is not aware
of. Again, a CLEAN BOOT is in order.

CONFIG.SYS:
FILES=40
BUFFERS=20
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM /p /e:256

(NOTE: Also include any other device drivers that
are necessary for your computer to boot properly.
These would include: any third-party disk partitioner
such as ONTRACK DISK MANAGER (DMDRVR.BIN),
as well as any type of hard disk compression software
such as STACKER or SPEEDSTOR.)

CONFIG.SYS:
FILES=40
BUFFERS=20
DEVICE=C:\WINDOWS\HIMEM.SYS
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM /p /e:256

(NOTE: Also include any other device drivers that
are necessary for your computer to boot properly.
These would include: any third-party disk partitioner
such as ONTRACK DISK MANAGER (DMDRVR.BIN),
as well as any type of hard disk compression software
such as STACKER or SPEEDSTOR.)

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Creating a ‘Clean Boot’ for Troubleshooting” in Chapter 13 .........................398 
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Chart 1.5B Creating ‘Clean Boot’ Floppy for MS-DOS 5 

AUTOEXEC.BAT:
PATH=C:\;C:\DOS;C:\WINDOWS
PROMPT $P$G
SET TEMP=C:\WINDOWS\TEMP

(NOTE: Make sure the SET TEMP statement
points to a valid directory.)

Make sure COMMAND.COM is located
in the DOS directory on the
C: drive prior to booting with

this floppy disk. If it is not, copy it to the
C:\DOS directory. Also, this chart assumes

Windows is installed on the C: drive. If it
is not, substitute the correct drive and directory

in the HIMEM.SYS line of the CONFIG.SYS
as well as the PATH and SET TEMP statements

in the AUTOEXEC.BAT. 

YESNO

AUTOEXEC.BAT:
PATH=C:\;C:\DOS;C:\WINDOWS
PROMPT $P$G

Create a CLEAN BOOT
disk by formatting a

floppy disk in drive A:.
(Format A: /S)

Then use a text editor to create a
clean AUTOEXEC.BAT and
CONFIG.SYS on this floppy.

Is Windows already
installed?

During Setup, Windows will give you a warning message that it has found an
incompatible device driver or TSR, and asks you to remove this program

from the boot files and restart the system. If, however, this file is not removed, or an
incompatible device driver or TSR is added after Windows has already been installed,

the first troubleshooting step is to CLEAN BOOT the computer and try again. Also, if you
have trouble installing Windows but do not get an error message, there may be an

incompatible device driver or TSR running that Windows is not aware
of. Again, a CLEAN BOOT is in order.

CONFIG.SYS:
FILES=40
BUFFERS=20
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM C:\DOS /p /e:256

(NOTE: Also include any other device drivers that
are necessary for your computer to boot properly.
These would include: any third party disk partitioner
such as ONTRACK DISK MANAGER (DMDRVR.BIN),
as well as any type of hard disk compression software
such as STACKER or SPEEDSTOR.)

CONFIG.SYS:
FILES=40
BUFFERS=20
DEVICE=C:\WINDOWS\HIMEM.SYS
SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM C:\DOS /p /e:256

(NOTE: Also include any other device drivers that
are necessary for your computer to boot properly.
These would include: any third party disk partitioner
such as ONTRACK DISK MANAGER (DMDRVR.BIN),
as well as any type of hard disk compression software
such as STACKER or SPEEDSTOR.)

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Creating a ‘Clean Boot’ for Troubleshooting” in Chapter 13 .........................398 
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Chart 1.6 Reinstalling Windows Without Losing Setti ngs 

Rename the original .INI files
using .INO. Rename the .INN

files using .INI.
Does Windows run now?

Finished.

NOYES Install Windows into a new directory
on your hard disk. Does Windows run 

from this new directory?

In this new
installation, rename the .GRP files
using .GRN, and the .INI files using
.INN. Copy all the files from the new

installation into the original
Windows directories. Does

Windows run now?

YES

YES

NO

NO

Windows ran during Setup,
and from the new Windows
directory. The best solution
is to backup all application
data files and reinstall the

applications under the new
Windows installation. This

will ensure the correct WIN.INI,
SYSTEM.INI, and directory

settings for each application.
Delete the original Windows
installation to create more

free hard disk space.

The problem is being
caused by a corruption 

 or improper setting
in one of the original .INI
files. The best solution

is to backup all data files
from Windows applications,

and then reinstall the
applications. This ensures

the correct WIN.INI, SYSTEM.INI
and directory settings for each

application.

The following are the steps
to reinstall Windows 3.1

without losing current
settings.

Windows ran during Setup.
If Windows will not run now,

something has been changed
on the computer,

or file corruption has occurred
since Windows was installed.

Considerations: changes to the
path; deletion of files from the

Windows directory; low
conventional memory; file

corruption; hardware failures.
If no cause can be found,
backup all application data

files and delete the Windows
installation completely.

Reinstall Windows, then
reinstall each Windows

application so the WIN.INI
settings will be correct for

each application.

 

Other References 

Chapter 15, “Maintaining Windows with Setup,” in Windows User’s Guide 
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Chart 1.7 Expanding Files from the Windows Disks 

 

To expand a file off of the
original Windows disks,

use the following procedure.

Find the file on the Windows
setup disks that you wish to

expand. The files will have an
underscore character in place

of the last letter in the file
extension. 

For example: LANMAN10.DOS
will be LANMAN10.DO_ on the

original disk.
Leave that floppy in the

disk drive.

The file is now expanded and
ready for use.

During Windows Setup, the
file EXPAND.EXE will be
copied to the Windows

directory if sufficient hard
disk space is available

(15K). If there was not sufficient
disk space during setup, EXPAND.EXE
can be added to the Windows directory

later by choosing WINDOWS SETUP from
the Main Group. Then select OPTIONS,

ADD/REMOVE WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Then choose Accessories. Choose
EXPAND from the list and follow the

instructions on screen.

Change to your Windows directory.
Type EXPAND A:\<filename> C:\<directory>\<filename>

For example:
EXPAND A:\LANMAN10.DO_ C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM\LANMAN10.DOS

This will expand the file to the desired directory, 
and rename the file so it includes the correct

extension.
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Chart 1.8 Stacker 

If the message
"Insufficient Disk Space"

is encountered when
adding applications to a
"stacked" volume, it is

possible that the disk is
full even if MS-DOS CHKDSK
reports sufficient disk space.
The only accurate check of
disk space on a "stacked"

volume is to use the MS-DOS
DIR command.

to swap "stacked" volume
drive designations with
uncompressed volume

drive designations, Windows
Setup will issue a

message which warns
the user that Setup 

cannot edit the
CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT.

These two files will have
to be edited manually,

using the CONFIG.WIN
and AUTOEXEC.WIN
(found in the Windows

directory)
as a reference for what
needs to be added to

the existing
CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT.

cache a "stacked" volume.

Make sure SMARTDRV.EXE is
loading after SSWAP.COM.

This will ensure that SMARTDrive
is caching only the physical
drives, and not the logical

"stacked" volumes.
NOTE: The SMARTDrive

command line can be edited
to allow caching of "stacked"

volumes by adding a +<drive>
(where <drive> is a "stacked"
volume). If caching has been

enabled on a "stacked"
volume, disable it. This can

cause file corruption.
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Chart 2.1 Mouse Doesn’t Work in Windows 

NO YESYES

Select Windows Setup from
the MAIN Group. Choose

OPTIONS,
CHANGE SYSTEM SETTINGS

and select the correct driver for the
mouse you have attached to your computer. 

Is the installed mouse driver
the correct driver for the brand

of mouse being used?

NO

YES

NO

Check the CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT to make sure 
there are no incompatible device

drivers or TSRs being loaded
for the mouse.

(CLICK, LOGIMENU, CPANEL)

YES

Did you install a mouse driver
during Windows Setup?

YES

NO

NO

Contact the manufacturer of the
third party driver for

additional assistance.

YES

NO

YESIs there a possible
conflict with another device

in the computer?

Does the mouse work in
Non-Windows applications

outside of Windows?

 If there is a mouse driver
installed at the MS-DOS level,

and the mouse does not
work in Non-Windows applications

that support a mouse, there
may be hardware problems.
Please contact the Mouse
manufacturer for further

assistance.

For information on
other mouse problems,

contact the mouse
manufacturer.

Is the mouse installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or mouse

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

Check the version of the MS-DOS level
mouse driver. If it is an early version,

it may need to be replaced with a newer
version to be compatible with Windows.
Microsoft Mouse: Version 7.04 or later

Logitech Version 6.0 or later.
For other pointing

devices, please contact the
manufacturer for the latest version.

If a third-party mouse driver is
installed in Windows, connect
a mouse that has a driver that

is shipped with Windows. Install
the driver for that mouse. Does

it work?

IRQ or address conflict is likely.
Check the settings of all devices
in the computer. Change settings

of any devices using the same
IRQ or base address as the 
serial or bus port to which
the mouse is connected.  

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

Flowchart 2.8:  “Mouse Doesn't Work in Non-Windows Applications” ..........426 
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Chart 2.2 Serial Port Problems 
 (Communications and Terminal) 

Finished.

Correct the conflict and
try again.

YES

YES NO

YESNO

NO

NO YES

If the error message:
"This COM Port is either not supported or being
used by another device. Select another Port."

is received...

Is the serial device installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Install serial device
according to

manufacturer's
instructions.

Create the appropriate
Debug script for the

COM port(s) desired.
Make sure the

appropriate settings
are chosen in CONTROL

PANEL, PORTS.
Does the serial device

work now?

Determine if the computer
recognizes the COM port.
At the command prompt

(outside of Windows), type
DEBUG and press enter.
At the " - " prompt, type

d40:0
and press enter. The first line

labeled 0040:0000
contains the necessary

information. Everything to
the left of the center
hyphen is COM port

information.

Is the COM port recognized?

Are there possible
IRQ and/or address

conflicts between the
serial device being
used and another

piece of hardware in
the computer?

Contact the computer manufacturer
and/or the manufacturer of the

serial device for more information.  

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Printing from Serial Ports” in Chapter 10 .......................................................343 
“Tips for Specific Printing Problems” in Chapter 13.......................................428 
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Chart 2.3 Display Adapter Problems 
 (Distorted Video) 

Troubleshoot according
to the error message

received.

YES

NONO

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES
Did you receive an error

message when the Windows
portion of Setup attempted to load,

or when you tried to restart Windows
after installing a new video driver?

NO

YESNO

YES

Finished.

Is the video card installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or video card

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

The video adapter and
video driver may be

compatible enough to
allow Windows to start,
but there may still be

an incompatibility. Exit
Windows. Run

Setup from the command
prompt in your Windows
directory and install the

next "lower" video driver.
(If you installed the Super VGA
driver, install the VGA driver.)

Does it work now?

Install the correct
video driver.

Run Windows Setup from
the command prompt in your

Windows directory. Is the
correct video driver installed
for the video adapter being

used?

Did the image on the 
video monitor appear

distorted and/or
did the picture "roll"?

Did the computer hang on
a blank screen after the 
Windows logo screen?

Contact the video adapter
manufacturer for an

updated Windows 3.1
driver.

Check the Video Driver you
have installed to make sure
it is the correct driver for the
installed Video Card. Also,
contact the Video Driver

manufacturer to make sure the
driver is Windows 3.1 compatible.

Please see:
Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A

CLEAN
BOOT
DISK

for further
troubleshooting steps.

Does it work now?

Windows will return an error
message in almost every

instance of an incompatibility
between the installed video

driver and video card. If
Windows installed

successfully, the original
video driver was operational.

File corruption may have
occurred. Reinstall Windows.

See
Chart 1.6:

REINSTALLING
WINDOWS

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Troubleshooting Display Problems” in Chapter 13.........................................408 
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Chart 2.4 Cannot Access CD-ROM in 386 Enhanced Mode  

NO YESYESYES

YES

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

Finished.

YES NO

YES

YES

NO

Does the CD-ROM work
at the MS-DOS level

(outside of Windows)?

CD-ROM drivers are not installed,
or the incorrect version of the

Microsoft CD-ROM Extensions
(MSCDEX) are installed.
Version 2.2 or later of the
MSCDEX are required for

operation under MS-DOS 5.

It will be necessary to access the
CD-ROM drive prior to entering

Windows. This can be done from
the AUTOEXEC.BAT by putting in
a line that does a directory listing
of the CD-ROM drive when the 

computer boots. Make sure there
is a CD in the CD-ROM drive before

starting the computer.

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

Does it work now?

If none of these steps work,
you will need to contact the

CD-ROM manufacturer
to make sure you have the

latest drivers for your CD-ROM
drive, and that those drivers are
compatible with Windows 386

enhanced mode.

Are there possible IRQ or address
conflicts between the CD-ROM
interface card and other devices

in the computer?

Try accessing the CD-ROM drive
prior to entering Windows. Does

the CD-ROM work under
Windows now?

Add the line:
DEVICE=LANMAN10.DOS

to the [386Enh] section of the
SYSTEM.INI in the Windows

directory. This is a TEXT file, so
use only a text editor such as 

Windows NOTEPAD or
MS-DOS EDIT. Make sure the
LANMAN10.DOS file is in the
SYSTEM subdirectory of your
Windows directory. If it is not,

expand the file from the original
Windows disks.

See:
Chart 1.7:

EXPANDING FILES

Now restart Windows and
try accessing the CD-ROM
drive again. Does it work?
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Chart 2.5A Cannot Access Floppy Drives  
 in 386 Enhanced Mode 

Is this an External
Floppy Drive?

Drivers may be
incompatible.

Contact
manufacturer.

YES NO

NO

NO

Finished.

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES NO

Exit Windows and access the floppy
drive at the MS-DOS level. 

Does the floppy read/write now?

MS-DOS or system
level error. Contact

computer manufacturer.

Make sure this is a 
386 enhanced mode

problem only.
Start Windows using WIN /S. 
Does the floppy read/write?

Open the SYSTEM.INI in a 
text editor such as Windows

NOTEPAD or MS-DOS EDIT.
Under the [386Enh] section,

find the line:

DEVICE=VDMAD.386

Change this line to read:

DEVICE=*VDMAD

Save the SYSTEM.INI.
Restart Windows

Does the floppy drive read/write
now?

Open the SYSTEM.INI using
a text editor such as Windows

NOTEPAD or MS-DOS EDIT. Under
the [386Enh] section, add the line:

IRQ9GLOBAL=YES

Save the SYSTEM.INI.
Restart Windows.

Does the floppy read/write now?NOGo to
A

on Chart
2.5B

YES

NO

Finished.
Do not change

the SYSTEM.INI
line.

Is PC Tools
Version 7.1

running?

Open the WordPerfect PIF
that is being used in the PIF

Editor and add:
/NC

to the optional parameters
line.

Does the floppy read/write now?
NOTE: Leave this information

in the optional parameters.

Do not reinsert the line in
the SYSTEM.INI.

Does this problem occur only
while using WordPerfect 5.1

for MS-DOS?

Possible system
BIOS incompatibility.

Contact manufacturer.
See

Chart 1.4
BIOS PROBLEMS
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Chart 2.5 B Cannot Access Floppy Drives  
 in 386 Enhanced Mode 

A

NO

NO

YES

YES

NOTE:
If an EMM driver is
being loaded in the

CONFIG.SYS, exclude
the E000-EFFF

range on the command
line for that
EMM driver.

YES

Finished.
YES

Leave the IRQ9=GLOBAL line
in the SYSTEM.INI.

Under the [386Enh] section of the
SYSTEM.INI, add the line:

EMMEXCLUDE=E000-EFFF

Save the SYSTEM.INI.
Restart Windows.

Does the floppy read/write now?

Leave all previous SYSTEM.INI
lines in place.

Under the [386Enh] section of the
SYSTEM.INI, add the line:

VIRTUALHDIRQ=OFF

Save the SYSTEM.INI.
Restart Windows.

Does the floppy read/write now?

NO

YES NO

Drivers may be
incompatible.

Contact
manufacturer.

NO

Disable video shadowing
and BIOS Shadowing. Refer to
your computer documentation

or manufacturer for
information on how to

do this.
Does the floppy read/write now?

Create new
LOAD=

and RUN=
lines in the WIN.INI.
Add the programs
from the remarked
out lines one at a
time (restarting
Windows each

time) until the file
causing the

problem is found.

Remove the SYSTEM.INI lines
that have been added. Re-enable

shadowing.
Open the WIN.INI using a text

editor and comment out the LOAD=
and RUN= lines by placing a

semicolon ( ; ) at the beginning
of each line.

;LOAD=
;RUN=

Does the floppy read/write now?

Uncomment the
LOAD= and RUN=

lines. Is this an
external floppy drive?

Possible system
BIOS incompatibility.

Contact manufacturer.
See

Chart 1.4:
BIOS PROBLEMS
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Chart 2.6 Cannot Access Hard Disk in 386 Enhanced 
Mode 

YESNO

Is the computer an
IBM PS/2?

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

Finished. YES

This error is occuring
at the MS-DOS or system

level. Contact the computer
manufacturer for more

information.

Is a PLUS Hardcard being
used?

Make sure the version of
the PLUS Hardcard driver
is 1.70 or later. The driver

is called ATDOSXL.SYS, and
loads in the CONFIG.SYS.

Also, add the line:

EMMEXCLUDE=C800-C9FF

to the [386Enh] section
of the SYSTEM.INI using

a text editor such as MS-DOS
Edit or Windows Notepad. If

an EMM driver (such as
EMM386.EXE, QEMM, or

386MAX) is being used, exclude
this address on the command
line of the EMM driver in the

CONFIG.SYS.

Open the SYSTEM.INI using
a text editor such as Windows
NOTEPAD or MS-DOS EDIT.
Under the [386Enh] section,

line:

VIRTUALHDIRQ=OFF

This line is needed if
there is any

incompatibility between
the system BIOS and
the hard disk. PLUS
Hardcard users are
required to use this

line. IDE and
SCSI drives require
this line most often.

This line is also required
if an INTEL snapin 386

is being used.
Does it work now?

Some IBM PS/2 computers
require DASDDRVR.SYS.

This file can be found on the
IBM reference disk that came
with the computer. Load only

the DASDDRVR.SYS that
shipped with the computer.
To load this driver, copy it
to the hard disk, and add

a line to the CONFIG.SYS:

Device=C:\DASDDRVR.SYS

Does it work now?
NOTE: This line should

remain in the CONFIG.SYS.

NO

If the error message:
"Not ready reading drive C:"

or other hard disk is received...

Exit Windows and try to
read/write a file to the

hard disk. Does it work now?

Leave VirtualHDIRQ=OFF in the
SYSTEM.INI.

Contact the computer manufacturer
for more information about the

compatibility of  the hardware with
Windows. See

Chart 1.4:
BIOS PROBLEMS
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Chart 2.7 Common IRQ Usage for  
 PC-AT and 80386 Computers 

The following charts are a listing
of common IRQ usage on 

PC AT/386 computers.

                                    PC AT and 386 Computers

IRQ 0 - Timer Interrupt

IRQ 1 - Keyboard Interrupt

IRQ 2 - Programmable Interrupt Controller Cascade (to IRQ 9)

IRQ 3 - COM 2 and COM 4

IRQ 4 - COM 1 and COM 3

IRQ 5 - LPT 2 (Parallel Printer Port)

IRQ 6 - Floppy Disk

IRQ 7 - LPT 1 (Parallel Printer Port)

IRQ 8 - Real Time Clock

IRQ 9 - Cascade to IRQ 2

IRQ 10 - Reserved for future expansion (Open)

IRQ 11 - Reserved for Future Expansion (Open)

IRQ 12 - Reserved for Future Expansion (Open)
               Mouse Port on PS/2

IRQ 13 - 80x87 Math Coprocessor

IRQ 14 - Hard Disk

IRQ 15 - Reserved for Future Expansion (Open)
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Chart 2.8 Mouse Doesn’t Work in Windowed 
 Non-Windows Applications 

Load the latest version
of the MS-DOS level

mouse driver.
Does the mouse work

now?

If this application does not
support a mouse at the

MS-DOS level, there will not
be any mouse support

under Windows.

NO

Finished.

YES

YESNO

YES

Is the 386 grabber file
as listed in the [Boot]

section of the
SYSTEM.INI

a Windows 3.1 grabber?
(386grabber=<filename>.3GR)

The two grabber files
shipped with Windows
3.1 that are compatible

are:
EGA.3GR
VGA.3GR

The VGA grabber works
with both the VGA and
Super VGA Windows

Setup selections.

YES

YES

Does the mouse work in
this application outside

of Windows?

Contact the mouse manufacturer
to obtain the latest mouse driver.

Check to make sure the driver
is compatible with a Windows 3.1

Non-Windows application
window.

NO

There is an MS-DOS level
mouse problem. Contact the

mouse manufacturer for
more information.

NO

YES

Is the MS-DOS level
mouse driver installed

(such as MOUSE.COM
or MOUSE.SYS)?

NO

NO

Does this non-Windows
application support a

mouse?

NOTE: Not all non-Windows applications
that support a mouse are compatible

with Windows mouse support in a
Window. For testing purposes, open

MS-DOS 5 EDIT in a window.

Is the MS-DOS level mouse
driver Windows 3.1 compatible?

(Microsoft Mouse version
8.2 or higher. For others,

contact the mouse manufacturer) 

Contact the manufacturer of
the video graphics adapter

for an updated Windows 3.1
video driver.

If using video drivers that shipped
with Windows 3.1, expand the

original .3GR  (.3G_ in
compressed format) file from the

Windows disks. See
Chart 1.7

EXPANDING FILES.
If using a third-party video driver,
contact the manufacturer for more

information.
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Chart 3.1 TrueType Fonts 

The following steps should
be used to troubleshoot
TrueType printing and

usage problems.

NO NO

YES NO

YES NO

NO

YES
YES

YES

Are there converted fonts
being used?

For example, a font that
has been converted from

Adobe Type 1 to TrueType.

Is a third-party
video driver
being used?

Some third-party
video drivers

are not compatible
with TrueType

fonts. They use a
method of caching
optimization which
assumes that once

a character has been
read from the GDI,

all characters for this
size will be available.

This works with 
bitmapped fonts, but
not TrueType fonts.
The only solution is

to use the video drivers
shipped with Windows,

or contact the third-party
manufacturer for an

updated video driver.

Does the computer have
less than 2 MB of RAM?

TrueType fonts can be unstable
on computers using less than
2 MB of RAM. The only known

solution is to increase the
amount of available memory

on the computer.

Some font converters
do not convert the
font properly. The

result is a corrupted
TrueType font that
will not display or

print correctly, and may
cause General Protection

Faults. To determine which
font is corrupted, create

a full page of text in
Windows Write using

MS Sans Serif as the font,
and save this file. Select
the entire document by

holding down the CTRL key
and then placing the mouse
cursor in an area of text and
clicking the mouse button.

Select CHARACTER, FONT,
and choose one of the

converted fonts. Print this
document. Continue this

procedure until the corrupt
font is found. Contact the

font converter manufacturer
for more information. 

Is a third-party printer
driver being used?

Is this a Windows 3.0 third-
party printer driver?

Windows 3.0 printer drivers
will not work correctly with

TrueType. Contact the
manufacturer for an updated
Windows 3.1 printer driver.

Not all third-party printer drivers
will work with TrueType fonts.
Windows 3.1 printer drivers
require specific code to work

correctly with TrueType. Contact
the manufacturer for further

information.

Possible file corruption.
Reinstall Windows.

See
Chart 1.6:

REINSTALLING
WINDOWS
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Chart 3.2 Disabling Adobe Type Manager 

The following are the
steps necessary to
disable Adobe Type

Manager for
troubleshooting.

Open the SYSTEM.INI using a text
editor such as Windows NOTEPAD
or MS-DOS EDIT. Find the lines
under the [boot] section:

SYSTEM.DRV=ATMSYS.DRV
ATM.SYSTEM.DRV=SYSTEM.DRV

Comment these lines out by placing
a semicolon ( ; ) at the beginning
of the line:

;SYSTEM.DRV=ATMSYS.DRV
;ATM.SYSTEM.DRV=SYSTEM.DRV

Now add the following line to the
[boot] section:

SYSTEM.DRV=SYSTEM.DRV

and save the SYSTEM.INI.

NOTE: Make sure SYSTEM.DRV
exists in your Windows SYSTEM
subdirectory. If it does not,
expand the file from the original
Windows diskettes. See
Chart 1.7
EXPANDING FILES.

Open the WIN.INI file in a text editor.
Find any lines that begin with:

Softfont=

and remark them out by placing a
semicolon in front of each line.

Save the WIN.INI.

Restart Windows.
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Chart 3.3 Disabling Bitstream FaceLift 

The following are the
steps necessary to
disable Bitstream

Facelift for
troubleshooting.

Open the BITSTREAM group. Choose
Parameters. Uncheck the FACELIFT
ACTIVE box. Click the OK button.

Next, choose Printers. Choose
UNASSIGN SHELL-DRIVER. Click
the OK button. Restart Windows.  

 
 
Chart 3.4 Disabling HP Intellifont 

The following are the
steps necessary to

disable HP
Intellifont for

troubleshooting.

Open the SYSTEM.INI in a text
editor such as MS-DOS EDIT or

Windows NOTEPAD.
Find the following lines in the

[Boot] section of the SYSTEM.INI:

DISPLAY.DRV=IFW.DRV
CHAIN_DISPLAY=<name of video driver in use>

Comment out these lines by placing 
semicolons ( ; ) at the beginning of each
line. Add the following line to the [Boot]

section of the SYSTEM.INI:

DISPLAY.DRV=<name of video driver in use>

Save the SYSTEM.INI.

Open the WIN.INI in a text
editor such as MS-DOS EDIT

or Windows NOTEPAD. Find the
section labelled [Intellifont].

Comment out the entire section by
placing semicolons ( ; ) at the

beginning of each line of the section
including the section header.
Save the WIN.INI and restart

Windows.
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Chart 4.1 Cannot Print on Stand-Alone PC 

NO YESYESYES

Is the PRINT option of the FILE
menu grayed out (unavailable)
within Windows applications?

Is the printer connected to a
printer sharing device?

Finished.

Finished.

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

There may be a hardware
or printer problem. If you
are not able to print from

MS-DOS, Windows
will not print.

Make sure that the printer
is properly connected, and

that it is on-line.

Check the AUTOEXEC.BAT.
There should be a SET TEMP=
statement that points to a valid

directory.
Example:

SET TEMP=C:\WINDOWS\TEMP
If this line is not present, use a text

editor such as MS-DOS EDIT 
or Windows NOTEPAD to insert it.

This is not a supported printing
configuration under Windows.
Choose CONTROL PANEL,

PRINTERS, CONNECT.
Clear the Fast Printing

Direct to Port box and try
printing again. If this does

not work, connect the printer
directly to the computer and

try again. If this works, contact
the printer sharing device

manufacturer for more
information.

There may be a trailing space
at the end of the SET TEMP line
in the AUTOEXEC.BAT. Open

the AUTOEXEC.BAT file in a text
editor and re-type the SET TEMP

statement, making sure not to
add a space at the end of the line.

Reboot the computer and try
printing. Does it work?

Are you able to print
from a non-Windows
application outside of

Windows?
(Try copying the

AUTOEXEC.BAT
to LPT1.)

On a Postscript printer,
copy the file TESTPS.TXT

from your Windows directory
to the printer.

Open Control Panel, Printers
from the Main Group. Are there

any printers installed? Is the desired
printer the default printer?

Add the desired printer driver,
and make that printer the default.

Does it work now?

If none of these steps works,
See 

Chart 1.5A&B:
CREATING A

CLEAN BOOT DISK
Then try these steps

again.

Make sure there is enough
hard disk space free. The minimum
free space necessary is 1 MB, but

2 MB are suggested. Also, if the disk
space is low, defragment

the hard disk using a disk defragmenting
utility such as Norton's Speed Disk or

PC Tools Compress.
If NORTON DESKTOP for WINDOWS
is running, make sure the TRASHCAN

directory is not using all free disk
space.
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Chart 4.2 Cannot Print on Network 

Go to Windows Setup
in the Main Group. Choose

OPTIONS,
CHANGE SYSTEM SETTINGS
and install the correct network

driver for your system.

Is Windows set up
with the proper network

driver installed?

Select BROWSE, and connect
to the desired printer. Try

printing. Does the
print job run?

NO

This is a network
printing issue that

must be resolved prior
to attempting to print

from Windows.

Finished.

YES

Possibly a printer driver problem.
If possible, attach the printer

directly to the computer. Set the
printer up to print to the computer

printer port directly through
Control Panel, Printers. If the
print job still fails, or if a direct

connection is not possible, remove
the printer driver. Then re-install the

printer driver from the original
disks.

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

Choose Control Panel, Printers
from the Main Group. Choose
CONNECT, NETWORK. Are

there any network printer
connections?

YES

NOVELL
Make sure the correct SHELL

and IPX versions are being used.
Choose CONTROL PANEL,

PRINTERS, NETWORK,
OPTIONS.

Make sure the Form Feed,
Enable Tabs, Enable Timeout

and Enable Banner check boxes
are all cleared.

BANYAN VINES
Version 4.0 requires that NETBIOS

support be loaded, and that site
specific patch 0H or greater is in use.

Version 4.1 and 4.11 require a
site specific patch for printing.

Site specific patches are available
through your Banyan Vines support

channel.

YESNO

NOTE:
Read the NETWORKS.WRI
file found in your Windows
directory. This file contains

specific information for each
of the supported networks.
Also, printer redirection to
a network printer within

Windows must be configured
for an LPT port. COM port

redirection will not work
within Windows.

Are you able to print over
the network from a non-Windows
application outside of Windows?

Open a file in a Windows
application and choose
FILE, PRINT. Select the

PRINT TO FILE box and print
the file to disk. Exit Windows

and copy the file to the network
printer. Does the file print?

There is a problem with the
network configuration. What

network is being used?

LANTASTIC
Either turn off the Fast Printing

Direct to Port option under
Control Panel, Printers, CONNECT

or
Add a new entry in the WIN.INI under

the [PORTS] section:
LPT1.DOS=

then, exit Windows and use the
NET USE command to redirect

LPT1.DOS.
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Chart 4.3 Garbled Output  

YES

YES

Does only one
application print
garbled output?

YES

NO

The application file may
be corrupted. Contact the

manufacturer for
troubleshooting

information.

NO

YES

NO

Finished.

YESNO

NO

From the Main Group,
select CONTROL PANEL,

PRINTERS, CONNECT. Clear the
Fast Printing Direct to Port box
and try the print job again. Does

it print correctly?

Printer Sharing devices are
not supported under Windows.

This is a temporary workaround.
Contact the Printer Sharing

device manufacturer for more
information.

Prior to following these steps,
see

Chart 4.1:
CANNOT PRINT

Is the printer connected
through a 

Novell network?

Is the printer connected
through a printer sharing

device?

Are third-party soft fonts
being used?

(Such as ATM, Bitstream,
SuperPrint)

Make sure there is
enough free disk

space. There should
be a minimum of

1 MB (2 MB recommended)
of hard disk space for proper
printing from Windows. Some

graphical applications
(PageMaker, Corel Draw, etc.)

may require more for large
files.

Does Windows print
properly now?

Disable the third-party
soft font. See

Chart 3.2, 3.3 or 3.4.
Create a document in

WRITE using TrueType
fonts. Does Windows print

properly now?
NO

YES NO

YES

Problem with the
third-party font

program. Contact
manufacturer for

further information.

See
Chart 4.1:

CANNOT PRINT
Make sure the

correct printer driver
is installed.

See
Chart 4.4:

NOVELL NETWORK
GARBLED PRINT
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Chart 4.4 Garbled Output on Novell Network 

YESNO

NO

Is it possible to
connect the printer

directly to
the computer?

The printer driver may be
corrupt. Reinstall the

printer driver.

YES

NO

YES

YES NO

NO

YES

Make sure the correct SHELL
and IPX versions are being used.

Choose CONTROL PANEL,
PRINTERS, NETWORK,

OPTIONS.
Make sure the Form Feed,

Enable Tabs, Enable Timeout
and Enable Banner check boxes

are all cleared.

Directly connect
the printer to the computer.

From the Main Group, choose
CONTROL PANEL, PRINTERS,

CONNECT, NETWORK and
make sure the printer driver
is connected to the correct

port.
Now try to print. Does Windows

print properly now?

Prior to following these steps,
see

Chart 4.2:
CANNOT PRINT

OVER A NETWORK

Is the printer connected
to a network server?

Connect the printer to
a network server.
Windows does not

support "remote" printer
configurations. Does

Windows print properly
now?

Contact the remote
print software

manufacturer for
more information.

Open a file in Windows
WRITE and choose

FILE, PRINT. Select the
PRINT TO FILE box and
print the file to disk. Exit

Windows and copy the file
to the network printer. Does

the file print correctly?

There is a network configuration
problem. Contact the system

administrator or Novell for
more information.
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Chart 5.1A Cannot Run 386 Enhanced Mode 

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES
Do you receive an

error message when
starting Windows in

386 enhanced mode?

Does Windows default to
standard mode?

Start Windows using
WIN /3.

Does Windows run
386 enhanced mode

now?

Go to
A

on Chart
5.1B

Add items back to the files one at
a time (restarting Windows after

each added file) until you find the program
that causes the problem. 

If the problem is not found here,
create a new Startup group by choosing
FILE, NEW, PROGRAM GROUP from

Program Manager. The Group File name
should be STARTUP. Drag the files from

the original Startup group to the new
Startup group one at a time, restarting

Windows each time.  Contact the
manufacturer of this program for

further information.

Troubleshoot
according to the
error message

received.
If the error message says

"Device VHD not 
Found", it is

possible a Windows 3.0
SYSTEM.INI has been copied

over the Windows 3.1 SYSTEM.INI.
The error means the line

Device=*BLOCKDEV
is missing from the SYSTEM.INI.

If the error message says
"Fastdisk Validation Failure,"

the hard drive controller
may not be 100% Western

Digital 1003 compliant.
Comment out the lines

Device=*INT13
Device=*WDCTRL

in the [386Enh] section of
the SYSTEM.INI by placing

semicolons ( ; ) at the
beginning of each line.

Start Windows using
WIN /S.

Does Windows run
in standard mode?

A hardware or software
change has been made to

the computer since Windows
Setup. If a third-party device
driver has been installed in
Windows (after a successful

Windows installation), change to
your Windows directory and run

Setup from the command prompt.
Reinstall the original Windows
device driver. Does Windows

run now?

Clean boot the computer.
See

Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A
CLEAN BOOT

DISK
Also, rename the Startup Group 
by selecting the group icon and

choosing FILE, PROPERTIES, and
changing the group file name.

Comment out the LOAD= and RUN= lines
of the WIN.INI by placing a semicolon ( ; )

in front of the line.
For example:

;LOAD=NOTEPAD.EXE
Does Windows run now?

Windows does not detect enough
memory to start in 386 enhanced

mode. See
Chart 1.1:
SYSTEM

REQUIREMENTS
If this computer has 2MB of
RAM, you will not be able

to use EMM386.EXE or other
memory managers (QEMM,
386 to the MAX, etc.) to load

TSRs and device drivers
into the UMB. These utilities

remap XMS memory as UMB,
reducing available XMS memory

below the required amount.

Contact the manufacturer
of the third-party

device driver for further
information.
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Chart 5.1B Cannot Run 386 Enhanced Mode 

Is the correct version of HIMEM.SYS
being loaded? Windows 3.1 requires

version 3.01 or higher.

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

A

Check the MS-DOS version being
run. Is it the correct version for

the computer? Prior to MS-DOS 5,
NEC, IBM, COMPAQ, ZENITH,

HEWLETT PACKARD, ACER as
well as other computer systems
required their OEM version of
MS-DOS for proper operation.

Install the correct MS-DOS version,
or install MS-DOS 5.0.

Contact computer manufacturer
for more information.

Start Windows using:
WIN /D:XSV.
X= EMMExclude=A000-EFFF
S= SystemROMBreakpoint=OFF
V= VirtualHDIRQ=OFF
Does Windows run now?

Start Windows using
WIN /D:XV

Does Windows run
now?

YES

Add the line
SystemROMBreakpoint=OFF
in the [386Enh] section of the

SYSTEM.INI.

Start Windows using
WIN /D:X

Does Windows
run now?

Add the line
VirtualHDIRQ=OFF

in the [386Enh] section
of the SYSTEM.INI.

YES

YES

NO

NO

Finished. Remove any added hardware not
needed for the system to run. Does

Windows run now?

Finished.

YES

NO

Rename all versions of HIMEM.SYS
currently on the hard disk and expand the

correct version from the original
Windows disks. See

Chart 1.7:
EXPANDING FILES

Is the correct HIMEM.SYS
A20 handler loading for your

computer? Refer to
README.WRI for more information

regarding the A20 handler.
Contact the computer manufacturer

if more information is needed.
Does Windows run now?

Check the computer system for possible
IRQ and/or address conflicts. Are there

any add-in cards (modem, bus mouse port,
sound card, network card) that may create
hardware setup conflicts? If so, remove the
conflicting device, or fix the conflict. Does

Windows run now?

See
Chart 1.4:

BIOS PROBLEMS
Also, disable

ROM and video shadowing
as well as hardware cache through

CMOS setup. Does Windows
run now?

Contact computer manufacturer.
REINSTALL WINDOWS

See
Chart 1.6:

REINSTALLING
WINDOWS

NOTE: Leave shadowing
disabled while installing

Windows. Enable shadowing
only after Windows is

running correctly.

If an EMM driver will be used in the CONFIG.SYS,
exclude the appropriate range on the command line

for that EMM driver. If not, insert the appropriate
EMMExclude= statement in the [386Enh] section

of the SYSTEM.INI.
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Chart 5.2 Cannot Run 386 Enhanced Mode  
 on Network Workstation 

NO YESYESYES

Is Windows located on
the local workstation

YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

Finished.

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

Is the network
supported by drivers

shipped on the
original Windows disks?

Contact the network
manufacturer for

information regarding
Windows Compatibility.

Clean boot the computer without
loading the network drivers. Does

Windows start in 386 enhanced mode now?

See
Chart 5.1A&B:
CANNOT RUN

386 ENHANCED MODE

Load the correct MS-DOS
level network drivers.

Does Windows work in
386 enhanced mode now?

If using an ARCNET or Western Digital(SMC)
ETHERNET NIC, check the RAM address
being used. If the address is D000, change
it to D800. Set up the network drivers for the
new RAM address. Does Windows run 386

enhanced mode now?

Check the network drivers being
loaded at the MS-DOS level to
make sure they are the correct

version for Windows compatibility.
Please read NETWORKS.WRI for
more information regarding specific

network drivers.
Is the correct driver

being loaded?

Check the Network Interface Card
for possible IRQ or Base Address

conflicts. Refer to
Chart 2.7:

IRQ CHART
After correcting any conflicts,

does Windows run in
386 enhanced mode?

YES

Exclude the address or
addresses being used by

the network interface card.
If EMM386.EXE

or another expanded
memory manager (QEMM,

386MAX, NETROOM)
will be used, insert the

exclude in the command line
for that EMM driver

in the CONFIG.SYS.
If no UMB provider is used,

insert the appropriate
EMMEXCLUDE=

statement in the [386Enh]
section of the SYSTEM.INI.
Does Windows run now?
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Chart 5.3A General Protection Faults 

Is Dr. WATSON running
on this computer?

Read the first lines of the
DRWATSON.LOG. Does the
GP Fault occur in the same

program or module each
time?

Finished.

Clean boot the computer.
See

Chart 1.5 A&B
CREATING 

A CLEAN BOOT
DISK

Have GP Faults occurred
since Windows Installation?

If the GP Fault occurs in the
same program each time, the
application installation may be
corrupt, or there may be a bug

in the application code.
Contact the application
manufacturer with the

DRWATSON.LOG information.

    C   YES NO

NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

NO YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

If the GP Fault is occurring in the same
module each time, there may be corruption

in that module. For example, if
the GP Fault consistently occurs in the
DRIVER module, check the video driver

for problems.

Check the version of
HIMEM.SYS being loaded.
It should be version 3.01
or higher. Create a boot
floppy and try different
HIMEM.SYS machine

switches.
Do the GP Faults

continue?

Do GP Faults occur
in 386 enhanced mode

only?

Remove
the suspected

device driver/TSR
or hardware

and contact the manufacturer
for further information.

Go to
B

on Chart
5.3B

Go to
A

on Chart
5.3B

A General Protection Fault means
a Windows application, or Windows

itself, has attempted to access
memory that has not been

allocated for use.

Gather information about the computer and its boot files.
Check the System BIOS and reference Chart 1.4:

BIOS PROBLEMS

Install Dr. Watson. DRWATSON.EXE
is copied to your Windows directory

during Windows Setup. To make sure
Dr. Watson is running each time Windows

is started, add it to the Startup Group.
Open the Startup Group. Choose FILE,

NEW, Program Item. For Description:, type
Dr. WATSON. For Command Line:, type

DRWATSON.EXE. Click the OK button, and
restart Windows.

Clean boot the computer.
See

Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A
CLEAN BOOT

DISK
If GP Faults continue,

no further troubleshooting
can be accomplished

until the correct version
of MS-DOS is installed.

Is the correct version of
MS-DOS being used for this

computer type?
(Is IBM PC- DOS being run
on an IBM computer, etc.?)

Has any new hardware/
software been installed?

(For example, a new video
driver in Windows, or a
new device driver in the

CONFIG.SYS.)  

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Troubleshooting GP Faults” in Chapter 13.....................................................431 
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Chart 5.3B General Protection Faults 

A

Do GP Faults occur in
a specific application?

Do GP Faults occur with
a specific data file?

Begin analysis
again.

B

YES

NO

NO

YES NO YES

YES

Finished.

NO

Possible file
corruption.
Rebuild file.

Start Windows using:

WIN /D:XSV

where
X=EMMExclude=A000-EFFF
S=SystemROMBreakpoint=False
V=VirtualHDIRQ=OFF

Do GP Faults continue?

YES

Use WIN /D:X
Do GP Faults

return?

Use WIN /D:XS
Do GP Faults

return?

Insert the line:
VirtualHDIRQ=OFF

in the [386Enh]
section of the
SYSTEM.INI.

Insert the line:
SystemROMBreakpoint=False

in the [386Enh] section of 
the SYSTEM.INI

Fix the cross linked
files and reboot the
computer. Do GP
Faults continue?

Narrow the range of the Exclude.
If an EMM driver is going to be

loaded in the CONFIG.SYS (EMM386.EXE,
QEMM, 386MAX, NETROOM) exclude the

appropriate range on the command line
of this EMM driver. If no EMM driver is

used, add the appropriate EMMExclude=
line to the [386Enh] section of the

SYSTEM.INI.

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

Do a CHKDSK /F
(outside of Windows).
Are there cross linked

files?

Go to
C

on Chart
5.3A

Possible file
corruption.

Reinstall Windows.
See

Chart 1.6:
REINSTALLING

WINDOWS  
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Chart 5.4 Application Execution Error 

"Application Execution Error: Cannot Find File;
Check to Ensure Path and Filename are Correct."

Finished.

YESNO

YES

Select the application icon
and choose FILE, PROPERTIES.
Check the Program Filename and
make sure the path is correct, and
the executable being called exists.

Does it work now? 

NO

YES

NO

Is the application on a
network drive?

Start File Manager and
ensure the network drive

and path to the
application exist.

NOYES

Install the application
in a new directory and

try running it from there.
Does it run?

NOYES

NO

Contact application
manufacturer for

further
troubleshooting

steps.

NO

Back up application data files
and reinstall the application.

YES

Finished.

YES

NO

There is an entry in the LOAD=
or RUN= line or in the

Startup group that is incorrect.
Ensure the path to all files listed
in these lines and in the Startup

group is correct. Make sure all of the
programs exist on the hard disk.
If all of this checks out, check for
two (2) spaces between entries
in the LOAD= and RUN= lines.
This will also cause the error.

YES

Ensure that there are
valid FILES= and SHELL=

statements in the CONFIG.SYS
FILES= should be set to at least 30.

See
Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A
CLEAN BOOT

DISK
Does it work now?

Is the error given upon
Windows startup?

Possible file corruption,
or a necessary system file

is missing. Reinstall
Windows. See

Chart 1.6:
REINSTALLING

WINDOWS

Open the WIN.INI using a
text editor such as Windows

NOTEPAD or MS-DOS EDIT.
Comment out the LOAD= and

RUN= lines by placing a
semicolon ( ; ) at the beginning
of each line. Save the WIN.INI.

Rename the Startup group
in Program Manager by

minimizing all the groups,
clicking once on the Startup
group (to select it) and then

choosing FILE, PROPERTIES.
Enter an unused group name
for Group File and click OK.
Restart Windows. Does the

error still occur?

Open the SYSTEM.INI in
a text editor such as 
Windows NOTEPAD

or MS-DOS EDIT. Under
the [Boot] section, look for

the lines:

286GRABBER=
386GRABBER=

Make sure the entries
are correct. Also,

ensure that the grabber
files exist in your 

Windows SYSTEM subdirectory.
Does it work now?

Is this a non-Windows
 application?

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Tips for Running Non-Windows Applications” in Chapter 7 .........................294 
“Troubleshooting for Non-Windows Applications” in Chapter 13...................423 
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Chart 5.5 System Integrity Violation in 386 Enhance d 
Mode 

Contact application
manufacturer for
more information.

NO

YES
Contact application

manufacturer for
more information.

NO

NOYES

Contact manufacturer for
correct PIF settings.

Check the file properties
for this program.

Is this program being
run from a specific

PIF?

NO

Narrow the range of
the EMMEXCLUDE

statement to coincide
with hardware usage.

YES NO

YES

NO

YES

YES

Does this MS-DOS
application run correctly
at the MS-DOS level?

Does it run from an
MS-DOS Prompt 

in Windows?

Create a new PIF for this
program. Set EMS and

XMS settings to 0 Required,
0 Desired.

Does the program run
now?

"This application has violated
System Integrity."

NO YES

Create a new PIF for this
application that starts a

MS-DOS session and then
loads the program. Open

the PIF editor.
For Program Filename,
type in the full path to

COMMAND.COM. For optional
parameters, type in:

/C (full path to executable)

Open the SYSTEM.INI in a
text editor such as Windows

NOTEPAD or MS-DOS EDIT.
Add the following line under 

the [386Enh] section:

EMMEXCLUDE=A000-EFFF

Save the SYSTEM.INI.
Restart Windows.
Does it work now?

YES
or

NO

YES or NO

Is this a Windows
Accessories

program
such as WRITE

or PAINTBRUSH?

Is this a non-Windows
application?

Does this application
work under standard

mode Windows?

Clean boot the computer.
See

Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A
CLEAN BOOT

DISK
Does the program

work now?

There is a conflict with
a TSR or device driver

being loaded in the boot
files. Add the items back

one at a time until the
problem is found.

Contact the application
manufacturer for more

information.
Not all non-Windows applications

will run correctly in a
multi-tasking environment

such as Windows 386 enhanced
mode.

Expand .EXE file off
of original Windows
disks and try again.

See
Chart 1.7:

EXPANDING FILES
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Chart 5.6 Disabling Norton Desktop for Windows 

The following are the
steps necessary to

disable Norton
Desktop for Windows.

NOTE: Check the dates of the NDW files.
For Norton Desktop to operate
correctly with Windows 3.1, 7/24 or
7/25 are required. If the dates on the
files are earlier than 7/24, contact
Symantec for an update.

Open the SYSTEM.INI using a text
editor such as Windows NOTEPAD
or MS-DOS EDIT. Find the line under
the [boot] section:

SHELL=NDW.EXE

Comment this line out by placing
a semicolon ( ; ) at the beginning
of the line:

;SHELL=NDW.EXE

Now add the following line to the
[boot] section:

SHELL=PROGMAN.EXE

and save the SYSTEM.INI.
Restart Windows.

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Troubleshooting TSRs During Setup” in Chapter 13......................................400 
“Troubleshooting TSR Compatibility Problems” in Chapter 13 ......................404 
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Chart 5.7 Disabling PC-Tools Version 7 

The following are the
steps necessary to

disable
PC TOOLS

7

Open the SYSTEM.INI using a text
editor such as Windows NOTEPAD
or MS-DOS EDIT. Find the lines under
the [boot] section:

MOUSE.DRV=C:\PCTOOLS\SYSTEM\COMMMOU.DRV
KEYBOARD.DRV=C:\PCTOOLS\SYSTEM\COMMKBD.DRV

Comment these lines out by placing
a semicolon ( ; ) at the beginning
of the line:

;MOUSE.DRV=C:\PCTOOLS\SYSTEM\COMMMOU.DRV
;KEYBOARD.DRV=C:\PCTOOLS\SYSTEM\COMMKBD.DRV

Now add the following lines to the
[boot] section:

MOUSE.DRV=MOUSE.DRV
KEYBOARD.DRV=KEYBOARD.DRV

NOTE: Make sure these two files
exist in your Windows SYSTEM
subdirectory. If not, see the NOTE
following this section.
Now, in the [386Enh] section of
the SYSTEM.INI, find the lines:

DEVICE=VDMAD.386
DEVICE=VFD.386

Comment these lines out. Add the
following lines to the [386Enh]
section:

DEVICE=*VDMAD
DEVICE=*VFD

and save the SYSTEM.INI.

NOTE: The [Boot] section settings assume Windows has been set up to run
with the Microsoft Mouse and 101 or 102 key keyboard. If a different
mouse or keyboard is in use, run Windows Setup from the command

prompt (outside of Windows) and reinstall the correct drivers.

Open the WIN.INI in a text editor and
Comment out the LOAD= and RUN= lines.

Save the WIN.INI.
Restart Windows.  

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 

“Troubleshooting TSRs During Setup” in Chapter 13......................................400 
“Troubleshooting TSR Compatibility Problems” in Chapter 13.......................404 
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Chart 5.8 Out-of-Memory Errors in Windows  

Is this a Windows application?

Is this a Windows Accessories
application (such as Write or

Paintbrush)?
Does it run from an
MS-DOS Prompt 

in Windows?

Check the file properties
for this program.

Is this program being
run from a specific

PIF?

Install the application in
a new directory. Does the

application run now?

Possible file corruption.
Back up all data files

for this application and
reinstall.

Contact the application
manufacturer for more

information.

YESNO

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

YES or NO

NO

Finished.
YES

This is an MS-DOS level error.
Make sure there is sufficient
conventional memory for this

application to run.
Contact the application
manufacturer for more

information.
Create a new PIF for this

program. Set KB Required
according to the application
manufacturers specification.
Set EMS and XMS settings
to 0 Required, 0 Desired.
Clear the Close Window

on Exit box (This will allow
the viewing of any error
messages displayed by

this application).
Does the program run

now?

YES or NO

Contact application manufacturer
for correct PIF settings.

"Insufficient Memory to Complete this Operation."

Whenever this message is displayed, the first
step is to save your work and close all applications.

Try opening the application that returned the Out
of Memory error. If the application opens, either the

system was low on memory, or the Windows system
resources were too low for this application to open.

If this is a non-Windows application, make sure there
is sufficient conventional memory available for this

application to run.
If the error continues, follow the steps outlined below.

The application may be in
the compressed format as
shipped on the Windows

diskettes. Expand the
file from the original
Windows diskettes.

See
Chart 1.7:

EXPANDING FILES
Does the application

start now?

Does this application run
at the command prompt

outside of Windows?

Create a new PIF for this
application that starts an

MS-DOS session and then
loads the program in

Windows. Open
the PIF editor.

For Program Filename,
type in the full path to

COMMAND.COM. For optional
parameters, type in:

/C (full path to executable)
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Chart 5.9  Cannot Run Windows in Standard Mode 

Is an error message
received?

NOYES

Were any hardware peripherals
added to the computer after

Windows installation?

Disable the Third Party
utility. Refer to the

appropriate flowchart
or manufacturer for
more information.

Does Windows run now?

YES

YESYES

NO NO

NOPossible hardware conflict.
Refer to manufacturer for

more information.

Remove the hardware.
Does Windows run now?

A program loading in the
boot files is conflicting
with the operation of

Windows. Replace the
programs one at a time

until the problem is
recreated. Contact the
manufacturer of that
program for further

information.

YES

Is the correct version of HIMEM.SYS
being loaded? Windows 3.1 requires

version 3.01 or higher.

NO

Reinstall the device
driver shipped with

Windows. Does
Windows run now?

Contact 
manufacturer for
more information.

YES

NO

NO

Troubleshoot for
the message

received.

Is the correct A20
handler loading
for the computer

being used?

YES

NO
NO

YES

YES

NO

In order to install, Windows 3.1
is required to run in standard
mode. If Windows will not run

in standard mode after a
successful installation,

a change has occurred on the
computer. Considerations:

changes to the path; deletion
of files in your Windows directory;

low conventional memory.

Clean boot the computer.
See

Charts 1.5A&B:
CREATING A
CLEAN BOOT

DISK
Does Windows run now?

Edit  the HIMEM.SYS command line
in the CONFIG.SYS on the boot floppy 
in order to load the correct A20 handler.

Refer to "Using MS-DOS Memory
Managers" in the Windows User's
Guide. When the correct handler

is determined, edit the CONFIG.SYS
on the hard disk accordingly.

Was a third-party device
driver installed after Windows

was installed?

Was a third-party software
utility installed after Windows

installation? (Such as PCTools,
Norton Desktop, Adobe Type

Manager, etc.)

Possible file corruption.
Reinstall Windows.

See
Chart 1.6:

REINSTALLING
WINDOWS

Open the CONFIG.SYS
in a text editor such as

MS-DOS EDIT and make
sure the HIMEM.SYS

command line is pointing
to your Windows 3.1
directory. If it is, the
correct version of

HIMEM.SYS has been
deleted or overwritten.

Expand HIMEM.SYS off
of the original Windows

diskettes. See
Chart 1.7:

EXPANDING
FILES
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Chart 5.10 Problems with Object Linking and Embeddi ng  

NOYES

OLE is working correctly.
Contact the application
manufacturer for more

information.

Embed a Paintbrush
drawing in Windows
Write. Double-click

the embedded object
in Write. Does

Paintbrush start with 
the drawing in

the workspace?

Check the SYSTEM subdirectory of your
Windows directory for the following files:

OLECLI.DLL
OLESVR.DLL

If either of these files is missing
or corrupt, OLE will not work.

The only solution is to expand these
files from the original Windows disks.

See
Chart 1.7:

EXPANDING
FILES

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 
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Chart 6.1 Multimedia Drivers 

NO YESYESYES

YES

Correct conflicting hardware
settings.

Does it work now?

NO

NO
Is the correct driver

listed in the
Installed Drivers box
under Control Panel

Drivers?

YES

NO

NO

Highlight the correct
driver and select

OK.
Restart Windows.

YES

YES
Run Windows
Setup from the

MAIN Group and
choose

OPTIONS, ADD/REMOVE
WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Add the appropriate files to

Windows. Restart Windows.

NO

Finished.YES

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

Instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

Click on the ADD button.
Is the driver listed as an

available driver?

The OEM driver disk is
needed. Select

ADD, Unlisted or Updated Driver.
Install the correct driver from the

OEM driver disk.
Contact OEM if more

information is needed on
OEM drivers.

Are there possible
IRQ or address

conflicts?

Are the Multimedia Extensions
installed?

(Are the multimedia icons
in the Control Panel

and Accessories Group?)

It should work. If not,
double check the hardware

for IRQ and/or address
conflicts. If none are found,

contact hardware manufacturer.
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Chart 6.2 Media Player 

NO

Are there possible
IRQ or Address

conflicts?

YESYESYES

YES

Correct conflicting hardware
settings.

Does it work now?

NO

NO

YES

NO

Are the Multimedia Extensions
installed?

(Are the Multimedia Icons
in the Control Panel

and Accessories Group?)

Open Media Player.
Is the proper driver

needed to play this file
listed under DEVICE?

Open a file, select
the proper device,

and click  the PLAY button.
Does the file play?

YES

Finished.YES

What type of
device is being

played?

NO

Run Windows
Setup from the

MAIN Group and
choose

OPTIONS, ADD/REMOVE
WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Add the appropriate files to

Windows. Restart Windows.

NO

Finished.
YES

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

Install Driver.
See Chart 6.1:
MULTIMEDIA

DRIVERS

Wave (.WAV) Audio:
See

Chart 6.5:
SOUND

CD Audio:
See

Chart 6.4:
MUSIC BOX

MIDI Sequencer:
See

Chart 6.3:
MIDI MAPPER

Video disk or
other devices:

Contact manufacturer.

 

Windows Resource Kit Reference page 
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Chart 6.3 MIDI Mapper 

NO YESYESYES

Is only one
MIDI device
connected?

Is the error message:
"The MIDI device you

selected is not currently
on your system. Do you

wish to continue?"

Open the
MIDI Mapper.

Do you receive
an error message?

Troubleshoot for
the error message

received.

Set the Keyboard
(or other device) to
MODE 1. Is there
any sound when

the MIDI Mapper is played?

Open MIDI Mapper and
select a different file. Does

this file play (is there sound)?

Finished.

NO

NO

NO NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Run Windows
Setup from the

MAIN Group and
choose

OPTIONS, ADD/REMOVE
WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Add the appropriate files to

Windows. Restart Windows.

NO

Disconnect any
extra MIDI devices.

Only one MIDI
can be connected.

YES

NO

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

The MIDI driver is
not installed.

See Chart 6.1:
MULTIMEDIA

DRIVERS,
or contact the manufacturer.

Are the Multimedia Extensions
installed?

(Are the multimedia icons
in the Control Panel

and Accessories Group?)

NOTE
MIDI devices have several
different modes they can

utilize. MODE 1 is the most
flexible and will allow sounds

to be played, even if somewhat
distorted. Please consult the
hardware documentation or

the manufacturer for information
on what MIDI Mapper files are
included or available for your

MIDI device.
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Chart 6.4 Music Box 

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper Setup information.

NO YESYESYES

Are the Multimedia Extensions
installed?

(Are the Multimedia Icons
in the Control Panel

and Accessories Group?)

NO

Insert Audio CD.
Open Music Box

and push the PLAY
button. Does Music

play?

YES

Finished.YES

NO

Load
CD-ROM
Drivers.

NO

Select the
CD-ROM
drive. Are
there files

listed?

YES

There should have
been an error

message. Contact
the manufacturer.

NO YES

This is a data CD.
Insert an Audio CD
and try the PLAY

button in the
Music Box again.

Run Windows
Setup from the

MAIN Group and
choose

OPTIONS, ADD/REMOVE
WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Add the appropriate files to

Windows. Restart Windows.

Go to File Manager.
Is there a drive icon

for the CD-ROM
player?
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Chart 6.5 Sound 

NO YESYESYES

YES

NO
Correct conflicting hardware

settings.
Does it work now?

NO

Are the Multimedia Extensions
installed?

(Are the Multimedia Icons
in the Control Panel

and Accessories Group?)

Is the correct driver
listed in the

Installed Drivers box
under Control Panel

Drivers?

NO

YES

Highlight the correct
driver and select

OK.
Restart Windows.

YES

NO

Install the driver
for the Sound Card

through Control
Panel, Drivers.

NO

YES

YES

NO

Run Windows
Setup from the

MAIN Group and
choose

OPTIONS, ADD/REMOVE
WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Add the appropriate files to

Windows. Restart Windows.

Finished.YES

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

Open Control Panel, Sound.
Is the TEST button

selectable?

Click the ADD button.
Is the driver listed as an

available driver?

Are there possible
IRQ or address

conflicts?

It should work. If not,
double check the hardware

for IRQ and/or address
conflicts. If none are found,

contact hardware manufacturer.

The OEM driver disk is
needed. Select

ADD, Unlisted or Updated Driver.
Install the correct driver from the

OEM driver disk.
Contact OEM if more

information is needed on
OEM drivers.
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Chart 6.6 Sound Recorder 

NO YESYESYES

YES

NO
Correct conflicting hardware

settings.
Does it work now?

NO

Is the correct driver
listed in the

Installed Drivers box
under Control Panel

Drivers?

NO

Highlight the correct
driver and select

OK.
Restart Windows.

YES

NO

Open Sound Recorder. Do you
receive the error message:

"No Recording or Playback Devices
are Present."

Install the driver
for the Sound Card

through Control
Panel, Drivers.

NO

YES Run Windows
Setup from the

MAIN Group and
choose

OPTIONS, ADD/REMOVE
WINDOWS COMPONENTS.
Add the appropriate files to

Windows. Restart Windows.

NOYES

Finished.YES

YES

Is the hardware installed
according to manufacturer's

instructions?

Refer to documentation
or hardware

manufacturer for
proper setup information.

Click the ADD button.
Is the driver listed as an

available driver?

The OEM driver disk is
needed. Select

ADD, Unlisted or Updated Driver.
Install the correct driver from the

OEM driver disk.
Contact OEM if more

information is needed on
OEM drivers.

Are there possible
IRQ or address

conflicts?

Are the Multimedia Extensions
installed?

(Are the multimedia icons
in the Control Panel

and Accessories Group?)

It should work. If not,
double check the hardware

for IRQ and/or address
conflicts. If none are found,

contact hardware manufacturer.
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More About MS-DOS, Microsoft Windows, and Personal Computers 

Print References: 

• Windows User’s Guide and the Getting Started booklet in your 
Windows 3.1 package. 

• Microsoft MS-DOS 5.0 User’s Guide and Reference and the Getting Started 
booklet in your MS-DOS 5.0 package. 

• Computer Dictionary. Microsoft Press, 1991. 

• Gookin, Dan. The Microsoft Guide to Managing Memory with DOS 5. 
Microsoft Press, 1991. 
 

Online References: 

• Windows 3.1 online help contains instructions and definitions of terms 
related to the screen elements in Microsoft Windows. To get online help, 
press F1 or choose a command from the Help menu in Program Manager or 
File Manager. 
 

Support Services and Training: 

• See the information in your Windows package about how to contact 
Microsoft Product Support Services and how to use the Microsoft Forums 
on CompuServe. 

• See Appendix A, “Windows Resource Directory,” in the Windows Resource 
Kit for information about Microsoft University, the Microsoft Authorized 
Training Centers, and other sources of information and training. 
 

Also, in Appendix A, “Windows Resource Directory,” there is an extensive list 
of reference materials. 
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